NEWS RELEASE

ESR accelerating data centre efforts with 20MW new development
in West Tokyo
•
•
•

Located in one of Tokyo’s most established data centre clusters
Excellent connectivity to city-wide fibre networks
Ready for service in September 2025

TOKYO / HONG KONG, 5 April 2022 – ESR Cayman Limited (“ESR” or the “Company”, together with
its subsidiaries as the “Group”; SEHK Stock Code: 1821), APAC’s largest real asset manager powered
by the New Economy, has acquired a key data centre asset in Higashi Kurume which is in the Mitaka
area of Tokyo, Japan. This asset is primely located in one of Tokyo’s most established data centre
clusters and comprises three office buildings within a total site area of 20,900 sqm, enabling the
creation of a 20 megawatt (“MW”) IT Load data centre.
The new facility is expected to commence operations in September 2025. It will provide 20MW of new
data centre capacity to support the community of enterprises located in West-Central Tokyo including
existing operators, as well as new market entrants in the wider, supply-constrained Tokyo market.
Jeffrey Shen and Stuart Gibson, ESR Co-founders and Co-CEOs, remarked: “As the largest New
Economy real estate platform in APAC, ESR continues to accelerate the expansion of our digital
infrastructure ecosystem across APAC. We are tremendously excited to announce our latest data
centre project in such a prime location in Tokyo following our acquisition of a multi-phase 98MW
development project in Nanko, Osaka in 2021. As a Group, we will continue to leverage our hyperlocal
presence that provides unparalleled access to unique land sourcing, zoning and power approvals as
well as best-in-class development expertise to differentiate ourselves from our peers.”
Diarmid Massey, CEO, Data Centres of ESR, added: “Tokyo is the primary hub for international firms to
access the Japan market. Its geographical location as the most prominent technology and financial
market situated in the northwestern part of Asia has resulted in it becoming the first landing point for
a sizable number of submarine cables to connect the western United States to the rest of Asia. Japan,
which is ranked as the third most attractive location for data centres globally1 due to the country’s
very high data consumption, mobile broadband penetration and large market size, remains as one of
the largest data centre markets in the APAC region and hence a highly important strategic market for
ESR.”
Devashish Gupta, CIO, Data Centres of ESR, highlighted: “With its proximity to existing availability
zones and excellent connectivity to city-wide fibre networks, the Higashi Kurume site is a preferred
location for multiple DC uses, including hyperscale, wholesale and retail colocation. The new data
centre will provide additional capacity to support the existing community of enterprises that plan to
expand their presence in West-Central Tokyo as well as enable access for new market entrants.”
ESG sits at the heart of ESR’s business and the Group is committed to integrating responsible low
carbon innovation into its latest data centre developments in Higashi Kurume to help achieve energy
efficiency and to reduce the carbon footprint.
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As of 31 December 2021, the ESR Group has a combined data centre pipeline of over 1,200MW of
capacity across the region, reinforcing the robust prospects of the Group’s industry-leading New
Economy real estate platform.

About ESR
ESR is APAC’s largest real asset manager powered by the New Economy and the third largest listed real
estate investment manager globally. With US$140.2 billion in total assets under management (AUM),
our fully integrated development and investment management platform extends across key APAC
markets, including China, Japan, South Korea, Australia, Singapore, India, New Zealand and Southeast
Asia, representing over 95% of GDP in APAC, and also includes an expanding presence in Europe and
the U.S. We provide a diverse range of real asset investment solutions and New Economy real estate
development opportunities across our private funds business, which allow capital partners and
customers to capitalise on the most significant secular trends in APAC. With 14 listed REITs managed
by the Group and its associates, ESR is the largest sponsor and manager of REITs in APAC with a total
AUM of US$45 billion. Our purpose – Space and Investment Solutions for a Sustainable Future – drives
us to manage sustainably and impactfully and we consider the environment and the communities in
which we operate as key stakeholders of our business. Listed on the Main Board of The Stock Exchange
of Hong Kong, ESR is a constituent of the FTSE Global Equity Index Series (Large Cap), Hang Seng
Composite Index and MSCI Hong Kong Index. More information is available at www.esr.com.
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